An HSV LAT null mutant reactivates slowly from latent infection and makes small plaques on CV-1 monolayers.
A Herpes simplex virus type I (HSV-I) strain 17 mutant deleted between the NotI and HpaI restriction sites of the latency associated transcript (LAT) region has been constructed. The mutant, therefore, contains a deletion of the putative LAT promoter and is called 17N/H. The 17N/H isolate established latent infections in mice nearly as efficiently as its wildtype parent. However, like other LAT null mutants, 17N/H reactivates from explanted ganglia with much slower kinetics than its LAT competent parent. In tissue culture, although 17N/H produces as much virus per cell as its strain 17 parent, it produces small plaques. The small plaque phenotype appears to be due to the inability of the virus to be released from the infected cell into the medium, following low but not high multiplicities of infection (m.o.i.). The mutant was also shown to produce an aberrant LAT homologous transcript of 1.1 kb as well as overproduce an approximately 29,000-Da HSV-specific polypeptide, which is barely detectable in wildtype infected cells. Rescuants of the 17N/H defect were constructed using a 10-kb restriction fragment containing viral sequences spanning the deletion, make large plaques, and have reactivation patterns and infected cell gene product profiles indistinguishable from the 17 parent. This shows that the phenotypes observed in 17N/H are reversed when the deletion, or at most sequences within 5 kb of each side of the deletion, is corrected. The possibilities that the defect in viral egress from infected cell, the small LAT homologous transcript, and the accumulation of the 29,000 Da polypeptide are related to the delayed reactivation kinetics are discussed.